Phonetic MMN and chronic course in schizophrenia
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Auditory change detection, as indexed by the EEG-derived mismatch negativity, has been
demonstrated to be dysfunctional in chronic schizophrenia using both pure-tone and speech
(phoneme) sounds. It is unclear, however, whether reduced MMN amplitudes to speech sound
deviants are observed within the first 5 years of the illness as no study to date has reported
findings in this population. The present study investigated MMNs elicited by across-vowel
(phoneme) change in early schizophrenia (ESZ; Experiment 1) as well as chronic schizophrenia
(CSZ; Experiment 2). In both experiments, clinical and control participants were presented the
Finnish phoneme /e/ (standard; P = .85) and the Finnish phoneme /ö/ (deviant; P = .15) within an
oddball paradigm. In experiment 2 we report significantly reduced MMN amplitudes in CSZ
relative to HCs, but no differences were found when comparing ESZ and HC in experiment 1.
Follow-up of these findings showed smaller MMN amplitudes in CSZ participants compared to
ESZ participants. These findings suggest that early detection of phonetic change is impaired in
chronic populations, but not in populations early in the progression of the illness. That MMN
reductions only emerged in patients with a longer course of illness suggests a dynamic change in
the early auditory processing of language over time in schizophrenia.
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Reduced amplitude of the mismatch negativity (MMN), an event-related potential (ERP)
associated with pre-attentive processing, is a well replicated finding in people with schizophrenia
(SCZs), either in first-episode or chronic patients. However, it is unclear whether this impairment
reflects a feature of the illness or of disease progression and if other variables, such as
demographic characteristics, psychopathology and cognitive deficits, have an impact on this ERP.
The aim of our study was to investigate the influence of illness duration on MMN impairment in
SCZs. MMNs to pitch- (p-MMN) and duration- (d-MMN) deviants were analyzed in 117 SCZs and
61 HCs, recruited within the add-on EEG study of the Italian Network for Research on Psychoses.
SCZs were divided into four groups based on illness duration (ID): SCZ-A, ID ≤ 5 years (N=23);
SCZ-B, ID 6 to 13 years (N=38); SCZ-C, ID 14 to 18 years (N=27) and SCZ-D, ID 19 to 32 years
(N=29). We also assessed psychopathology and neurocognition. Multivariate analyses were used
to test group differences. We found that SCZ-D showed more positive symptoms than SCZ-A and
higher global neurocognitive deficit than SCZ-A and SCZ-B. All groups of SCZs showed reduced

p-MMN (p<.001) and d-MMN (p<.001) amplitudes as compared to HCs, using age and gender as
covariates. There was no difference in MMN among the four SCZ subgroups (controlling for age,
gender, positive symptoms and neurocognition). Our results suggest that MMN impairment is not
related to illness duration and is independent of psychopathology severity or cognitive deficits.
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Mismatch negativity (MMN) is sensitive to infrequent physical parameter changes in sounds such
as pitch or duration. Both pitch-deviant MMN (pMMN) and duration-deviant MMN (dMMN) are
reduced in long-term schizophrenia (Sz). Symptom factors (positive, negative, cognitive) are
inconsistently associated with MMN amplitude in Sz, but smaller dMMN is associated with
impaired social functioning. At the first psychotic episode in the schizophrenia spectrum (FESz),
pMMN is not reduced, while dMMN shows moderate reduction. Associations between pMMN and
dMMN and symptom clusters in FESz are also inconsistent, and associations with social
functioning have never been reported. Forty FESz and forty matched controls were assessed for
cognition, psychiatric symptoms, and social functioning (present and during the last year prior to
first clinical contact), and underwent pMMN and dMMN testing. Neither pMMN (p =0.27) nor
dMMN (p =0.84) were reduced in FESz. However, FESz showed associations between pMMN
and dMMN and social functioning. More impaired MMNs in FESz were associated with impaired
current social functioning. Intriguingly, social functioning in the year prior to the emergence of
psychosis was also associated with smaller MMNs at first clinical contact. These data suggest
compromised social behavior prior to first break is indexed by pMMN and dMMN. Thus, MMN
may be sensitive to the degree of pathological process occurring prior to the emergence of first
psychosis and serve as putative biomarkers of disease progression sensitive to functional
impairment.
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Despite the development of innovative treatments, the impairment in real-life functioning in
subjects with schizophrenia (SCZs) remains an unmet need in the care of these patients.
Recently, functional outcome of SCZs was associated with deficits in mismatch negativity (MMN),
an event-related potential reflecting pre-attentive processing. However, it is not clear whether this
relationship is a direct one or reflects a cross-correlation with other variables. Our aim was to
investigate group differences between SCZs and healthy controls (HCs) on MMN and
relationships with real-life functioning domains in SCZs. Pitch- (p-MMN) and duration-deviant (dMMN) MMNs were recorded in 125 chronic SCZs and in 61 HCs, recruited within the add-on EEG
study of the Italian Network for Research on Psychoses. The Specific Level of Functioning Scale
(SLOF) measured functioning. Psychopathology and neurocognition were also assessed. Multiple

regression was used to predict functioning with MMN, age, gender, duration of illness,
neurocognitive composite score of the MATRICS Consensus Cognitive Battery, Calgary
Depression Scale for Schizophrenia total score, negative symptom domains of the Brief Negative
Symptom Scale, positive and disorganization dimensions of the Positive and Negative Syndrome
Scale (PANSS) as independent variables. SCZs, in comparison to HCs, showed a significant
reduction of both p-MMN and d-MMN amplitudes. Within SCZs, we found that PANSS Positive
(β=-.421, p<.001) and d-MMN amplitude (β=-.219, p<.011) predicted SLOF work skills domain,
independently from other symptoms, demographic features and neurocognitive impairment.
Our results suggest that deficits in the pre-attentive processing in SCZs might represent a putative
biomarker of poor functional outcome.

